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Every day, the headlines are filled with leaders whose promises of change fail to meet expectations. According to John Kotter, Professor at the Harvard Business School, the main reason many businesses stumble with their change initiatives is that they fail to establish a sufficient sense of urgency. As average CEO tenure drops from 40 to 30 months, accelerating change is increasingly critical. Just ask former General Motors CEO Fritz Henderson. He was let go by then GM Chairman Ed Whitacre just months after his predecessor was fired. Whitacre declared “While momentum has been building over the last several months...we now need to accelerate our progress”.

I wrote *Fast Cycle Time* (Free Press, 1992) to help companies like GM accelerate their product development. Since then, every work proposal we submit evokes the same response, “We love the Fast Cycle Time model for speeding up product development but why can’t we implement it faster? You’re the cycle time experts.” One might call their question a blinding glimpse of the obvious so we took their advice and used Fast Cycle Time principles to help them get fast faster. This article captures what we’ve learned.

Reducing Time to Critical Mass

Fast Cycle Time taught us that compressing schedules without changing processes, tools and behaviors only makes the same errors faster, reduces quality and in the case of change, adds the risk of a rejection reaction. As we studied our fastest implementations, a common pattern emerged. **The fastest implementations were quickest to critical mass.** Critical mass occurs when the people and systems operating in the new way achieve unstoppable momentum. In the best cases, this occurs near or just before the midway point of implementation. This is also the point at which we can safely accelerate the elimination of the old way. Actively purging the old approach accelerates the final stages of change because it removes confusion as well as choice between the old and new. This is especially helpful to support groups that serve multiple masters.

Change programs have three overlapping phases. The first builds the case for change and mobilizes the effort. The second is all about implementation and escalates until the old and new are battling toe-to-toe for survival. This is where we push hard for critical mass. The last phase accelerates change and solidifies the new by actively wiping out the old approach.
The fast path to critical mass uses overlapping phases. Phases also overlap based on when people first encounter the change. Later arrivals are mobilizing when early adopters start implementing.

We use several tactics to shorten the time to critical mass. We avoid pilot efforts because they guarantee at least two cycles to reach critical mass. We pay attention to insuring staffing on new projects is complete at the start. We recruit change leadership with a strong bias towards people with broader experience because they’re better at handling concurrent implementation issues, multiple stakeholders’ needs and conflict. We push senior management engagement earlier, consistently and more deeply than they normally expect. We want to force their issues to the surface earlier to convert them into implementation drivers instead of obstacles. And we forego one-way education during mobilization and rely on more hands-on involvement.

As we combed through our successes, five strategies repeated themselves. It’s not surprising that three of the five focus on the first trimester of the change as this parallels our Fast Cycle Time experience. Invariably, development projects start too slowly, take too long to build momentum and staff the necessary expertise. As you’ll see, we’re not advocating setting an earlier and more precise “change” specification. Rather than resolve uncertainties too early, fast teams build a deep, shared understanding of critical choices and potential issues from the start.

**Strategy 1: Bring the Future Forward to Mobilize Faster**

If one cigarette killed people, no one would smoke. Our animalistic heritage serves us well against immediate threats but when there’s a large time gap between actions and consequences, people aren’t motivated to change. By bringing distant consequences forward, we can get people to embrace the need for change sooner than they normally would. Bringing the future closer also reveals opportunities that inform defining the developing a change strategy. Here’s how it works in practice.

In our product development work, we’ll chart a current trend such as schedule slips three to five years into the future. Next, we’ll make the financial consequences explicit by calculating the aggregate revenue and profit dollars lost due to slips across all projects. This captures attention but what really gets people talking is when we link the evidence to individual and group concerns.

This requires personalizing our analysis based on which change constituency we’re trying to reach. With technical people, we’ll show that if R&D spending and headcount is kept constant as a percentage of revenue; the number of similar projects they can launch in the future will likely decrease since each project will consume more person months. We can also show that average revenue requirement for each project has to grow significantly to compensate for undertaking fewer projects. This strikes home since technologists love to work on new stuff. We then add analysis that shows how the current resource bottlenecks that many believe cause today’s slips only worsens as project schedules expand.

The key to this approach is that it uses reasonably hard evidence as we adjust the storyline for different audiences. Sometimes we’ll show how slips shrink the annual bonus pool, other
times we’ll show how longer schedules reduce opportunities for introducing new technology. As much as possible, we apply conservative assumptions to data.

Once they’re engaged, we ask them to co-create a change narrative that bridges today to a new future. The narrative sketches the problem definition, the change objectives and how they’ll get there. Leaders jump start this by sharing their personal vision for the change effort but then we ask them to give it to others to modify and shape. We want leaders to play a stronger role in defining the scope of what’s in play and what’s not, since setting this boundary is tough for groups. Once set, we want leaders to devote their energy to increasing others’ ownership of the effort. Ownership will accelerate the effort faster than followership, particularly when the road tips uphill.

We jump-start the narrative co-creation process by asking people to write a one paragraph cover story for Fortune and assume it’s published three years from today. The story retrospectively describes the change journey and what made it successful. We suggest they include the three signature actions leaders took that accelerated the change. This often reveals what each sees as the critical challenges and opportunities for rapidly reaching critical mass.

**Strategy 2: Limit scope, start many fires and always offer an actionable next step**

Limited scope shortens the distance to critical mass and reduces distractions. That’s how firefighters work. They don’t try to save buildings. Firefighters destroy them to save people and keep fire from spreading. For a homeowner with a small kitchen blaze, seeing firefighters axe holes in the roof and walls seems extreme but saving a wall is a distraction when you’re driving for a critical mass of suppression force.

To get to critical mass faster, we use a network approach rather than starting with a central nucleus of advocates and expanding outward across successive orbits of new participants. We build the first network nodes based on where we can get early support and resources. We’ll bypass heavy resistance (we can always come back) and look for where the grass is already green to establish a new foothold. As Herb Shepard, the most insightful change strategist I ever met once said, never walk up hill if you can avoid it.

Each node starts with a clear local objective, resources including local leadership, and links to other nodes. We stress the use of common communication tools and work processes across all nodes to facilitate linking. Nodes defer linking to others until they’ve created value worth sharing. Once a node sets roots, we push to establish the next. We’re told by node leaders that we tend to move just before they’re completely comfortable, but acknowledge it’s the right choice for scaling quickly.

Growing new nodes happens quickly when we 1) speak the local language, 2) bring what locals consider immediate gifts; and, 3) offer actionable steps they can take immediately. Gifts are resources, tools or decisions, that delight, liberate and serve local needs. For example, pre-defined templates that walk people through how to prioritize change targets or design a new work process are universally well received.

Actionable next steps are critical to shorten mobilization time. People can burn far too much time deciding what to do first. Besides, it’s much safer to keep talking than get one’s hands dirty.
by starting to change something. We scale the first action steps to local conditions but then push hard to launch an initial task or small experiment.

A limited change scope helps us stack resourcing for success. The Powell Doctrine of military strategy argues for clear objectives combined with overwhelming force. Change on the cheap is a low percentage play. We avoid being suckerized into Mission Impossible scenarios that begin with “let’s just get started and adjust as we go.”

We see this constantly in product development. Engineers start projects without marketing involvement because they’re are unavailable. Although well intentioned, once marketing joins, the product definition gets re-written which effectively re-sets the program. Just as gas engines operate better with back pressure in the exhaust pipe, we find that resisting launching until critical resources are available creates positive pressure in the organization. It forces executives to re-think current resource allocation priorities and ultimately frees up talent earlier. This leads us to our third strategy.

**Strategy 3: Recruit and expand change ownership with “wired” leaders**

Creating overwhelming momentum for change depends more on leadership experience and capabilities than raw numbers or balanced representation from every stakeholder. We look for leaders who meet four criteria.

First, we want those who are acknowledged “players” in the organization. Players are those, regardless of title or position, who naturally are called upon for critical deliberations. These people are organization weather vanes that others monitor to test the political winds of change. They share a history of getting things done in tough situations. Normally, they possess a strong dose of formal power and at least twice that in street credibility and savvy.

Next we look for people who bring wide and trusting personal relationship networks with them. Personal trust is crucial in the initial phases as there is no hard evidence yet on which to base the change effort’s success. People in personal networks have often worked together before and can be productive immediately. Large constituencies spread the change virus faster.

Third, we seek leaders with a deft sense of politics. *All change is political.* This is most apparent just before we reach critical mass when the old way puts up its last fight. People with good political sense know how to recruit executives to defend the new approach when conflict flares. Offensively, these folks know how to seize the moment when a strong push can leap frog the change ahead several steps at once.

Last, we cherish humble yet socially outgoing leaders for there are never enough of them. These people have the temperament and social skills that enables them to go anywhere at any time and be greeted warmly. They drain emotion from conflict so that the underlying issues can be addressed. Most importantly, they are breathtaking in their ability to transform what starts as a change effort into a deeply felt cause that others readily champion.

In today’s world, wired also means finding leaders skilled and nuanced in the latest communication tools. Using instant messaging, Twitter or other social networking tools, we’ve
seen the best leaders establish a persistent presence for the change effort that accelerates momentum to critical mass.

Strategy 4: Compel network growth supported by alternative citizenship norms

The network strategy moves as fast as nodes can subdivide or establish new ones. Splitting nodes, leverages the energy and talent of those already committed to reach out to new players. Each time a node sub-divides, it spreads success stories and relevant insights that are hard to communicate except through personal contact. This requires constantly shifting people, power and assets to the change’s forward edge.

Using a network building change strategy requires a different organization model than a traditional centrally driven approach. We describe it as a “Center-Edge” model. The center owns defining the initial change objective, what’s in and what’s out of play, helps access resources, and facilitates alignment between the nodes and interfaces with “non-changing” elements including top management. Unlike a hierarchy where power increases as you rise, the network center’s role is limited. The bulk of the resources, change work and decisions occur at and between the edges. Therefore, the edge has to redefine citizenship accountabilities that balance the limits put on the center.

The alternative citizenship model provides a common substrate of expectations that raises citizen accountability higher than hierarchical models. It is the quid pro quo for shifting power to the edge. Network members and node leaders are responsible for initiating direct interaction with other nodes in contrast to a hierarchy which channels information and power through the center. Unlike hierarchies where decision making authority implicitly fosters dependence, networks require the nodes to operate interdependently. This requires transparent, two-way communication tools combined with better negotiation skills since “bumping up” decisions is a last resort option. To make this work, change leaders have to push nodes to directly link and resolve issues. Unless leaders put time into setting these new citizenship norms, the long heritage of traditional will transform the network’s potential into dysfunctional sprawl.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linkage to other groups, systems and resources in the change effort</th>
<th>Center-Edge</th>
<th>Hierarchy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individuals are responsible for ongoing outreach as well as importing ideas, tools, and outcomes in pursuit of the change and in line with boundaries set by the center</td>
<td>Individuals are responsible for executing their defined roles &amp; responsibilities and keeping central change leaders informed of progress</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Responsibility for expanding change effort</th>
<th>Center-Edge</th>
<th>Hierarchy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individuals are responsible for recruitment, change experiments and sharing with other nodes and center</td>
<td>Individuals operate within assigned tasks and roles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decision making</th>
<th>Center-Edge</th>
<th>Hierarchy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Most decisions are made at the edges, driven by evidence and negotiation facilitated by the center</td>
<td>A steering committee is the primary decision forum to which sub groups report</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We stress two metrics to help keep edge citizens focused on building critical mass. We track by name everyone that has participated in the change effort. This guides recruitment and facilitates recognition for contributions which further drives more recruitment. Second, we measure progress to goals using the maxim: “every inch a victory”. People don’t see small momentum gains during the heat of battle. We keep a strong bias towards optimism and track progress relentlessly. When resistance gets crunchy; we’ll make a point to show people how far the effort has come.

**Strategy 5: Accelerating the Pace for Critical Mass**

Our fastest implementations follow a very different rhythm than slower ones. Fast implementations start crisply with a full, cross-functional group of experienced leaders that operate in a semi-stealth mode for the first couple of weeks. With the exception of a few external probes to test ideas and assumptions, they quietly outline the effort’s boundaries, critical resource requirements and sketch a draft change strategy that defines the sequence of major steps, potential obstacles and knowledge gaps. Several of their predictions will be wrong, but the process of discussing the unexpected early positions them to handle inevitable surprises better.

Slow implementations start with broader representation, take twice as long to get staffed and usually start with a public launch event that inevitably sets expectations higher than is helpful. Following the “define it before you design it” school; slow implementers invest much more time in creating a detailed change specification and implementation plan. Fast implementers define 3-5 critical endpoints and then rely on the nodes to flesh out the rest of the plan as they proceed. The final change definition emerges later in the faster efforts but progress towards it is quicker and engages more energy and talent along the way.

When they leave stealth mode, the fast implementers accelerate briskly by calling on their personal networks to establish the initial network nodes. In contrast, the slower teams follow a more democratic process that uses broader criteria and takes considerably longer to reach a reasonable operating rhythm.

Surprises and obstacles represent moments of trust that are watched by folks on the sidelines with great interest. Fast implementers savor major obstacles as opportunities for sending symbolic messages. Having anticipated obstacles and knowledge gaps early, fast implementations swarm major obstacles with resources and force as they appear. Slow implementations treat the same issues as larger problems but with less regard for their symbolic value.
For example, Fast Cycle Time implementations invariably have to confront “zombie” projects that have a strong emotional following, generate small returns yet consume significant resources. When the broader community sees one of these living dead get a stake through its heart it accelerates momentum towards critical mass.

As the size of the effort expands, fast teams establish a tactical communication and prioritization forum to stay focused as they accelerate to critical mass. Often divided into two parts, the first is an open meeting that sets the marching orders for the next week. Attendance is large, real and virtual, with a strong norm that limits participation to those with highest relevance. Ad-hoc post-meeting dialogues and instant messaging fill in the blanks left by the limited participation norms. The second part is limited to center and edge leaders. Their focus is handling interdependencies and insuring conflicts don’t linger.

As the tempo builds, fast implementers keep reaching forward and worry far less about those who fall off the back. This requires a deft touch as some will always be left behind but unless they have showstopper potential, the fast teams keep raising the pace. Slower teams tend to worry more about who’s not on board than who is.

As momentum reaches critical mass, our fastest examples accelerate by deliberately purging the old approach. In product development there’s always a fair amount of chaos when some projects use the new model while legacy efforts hang with the old. As soon as the new approach is robust enough to support most of the workload, fast teams escalate dismantling the old. Removing the alternative gets them across no-man’s land quicker.

**Conclusion**

This piece was stimulated by a partner in a buy-out firm. He takes businesses that are not achieving their potential and transforms them from good to great. Just as our clients challenged us when implementing Fast Cycle Time to do it faster, his investors are constantly challenging him to shorten the time this takes.

His challenge is not unique. From the President of the United States to nearly every serious competitor, those who can change faster have a better chance of winning. As much as there is a great deal written about how to manage change efforts, far less tells leaders how to speed it up. The critical mass framework and five supporting strategies are based on our experience implementing Fast Cycle Time at companies including Ford, Procter & Gamble, and Hewlett-Packard. They helped them get faster, faster.